Features

- Front COB LED with (2) brightness settings - 500 lumens (high), 250 lumens (low)
- Top LED light offers an additional flashlight function - 50 lumens
- Automatic shut-off and overcharge protection for optimal battery life
- Battery power level indicator
- 3.7V 4400mAh lithium-ion rechargeable battery for longer life and consistent power
- Two 360 degree rotating hooks with magnets for hanging and sticking to steel surfaces
- Tough, impact resistant ergonomic housing
- Run Time: Up to 3-hours (high), up to 6-hours (low)
- IP54 rated for dust & water resistance

Operating instructions

- To use, plug the unit into any 110-120V AC power source, such as a wall receptacle. Let the unit fully charge until the 4 LED’s light up on the front before use.
- Press the switch once for top LED, twice for front bulb low power, three times for front bulb high power and four times for off.
- Charge the light after each use if it is used often to ensure longevity. Charge light every month if it is not in constant use.

Cautions

- Use only the recommended voltage and frequency requirements.
- Keep out of reach of children.
- Do not operate light with wet hands.
- Keep lamp away from hot objects.

WARNING: This product contains chemicals, including lead, known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm. Wash hands after handling.